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There exists today little motivation for researchers to share their research data, which is their source of scientific reputation. This paper addresses this major challenge for open science and identifies alternative business models for researchers to open their data repositories for external users. Our research question is “How to open big data in a way that it can be transferred to sustainable business cases that bring value to data owners as well as potential external users?” Our paper is based on a case study of a Finnish foundation and its currently closed database. As key findings, we identify opportunities, barriers and possible solutions for opening this database based on 11 interviews with key stakeholders. Our research contributes to open science literature through illustrating how to open big data in a way that brings value to both data owners and external users.
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1. Introduction

There have been many initiatives and actions to open government data in Europe to boost open innovation. Open government data means that data produced or commissioned by government or government controlled entities can be freely used, reused and redistributed by anyone [1]. In Europe, there is a pan European network offering advice on implementation of the (Revised) Public Sector Information Directive, best practices [2] and local guides [3]. While the open government data is already well established including the ways of operating and best practices, the open science is still in its infancy. Open science can be defined as a movement to make scientific research, data and dissemination accessible to all levels of an inquiring society [4].

The European Commission is running a pilot under Horizon 2020 called the Open Research Data (ORD) Pilot that aims to improve and maximize access to and re-use of research data generated by Horizon 2002 projects [5]. The project recognizes the different nature of research data from government data, and thus the need to balance openness and protection
of scientific information, commercialization and intellectual property rights (IPR), privacy concerns, security as well as data management and preservation questions [5]. Furthermore, EC has set up OpenAire2020 as a key infrastructure to monitor H2020 research outputs [6]. While the infrastructure and the policies related to open research data are being to emerge, the decision what data to open and how widely still rests on the individual researchers. Our research takes an explorative approach to investigate how to motivate big data owners to share their data and how to get external stakeholders interested to exploit it through a case study of a database owned by a Finnish foundation, which we refer to as Foundation A. We utilize semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders as a method for primary data collection. The interviews focus on answering two key questions: 1) how to motivate the owners of the database to share their data and 2) what are the needs and wants of external scientists and industry to exploit this database. Based on 11 interviews with database owners, external researchers and open science experts, we identify alternative solutions to open the currently closed database of the Foundation A.

2. Literature review

Prior literature has identified various models for commercialisation of big data. In principle, these can be put under six different business models. They vary from simple data supplier to service provider based on whether the data is internal or external and what is done with the data (ranging from providing data for reuse, analysing and aggregating existing data or even providing services). Revenue model for the different strategies are mostly subscription based but can also entail “freemium”, pay-per-use or advertising [7]. Once an individual or organisation is comfortable with the notion of commercialising data they will start to release more data and try to move on to more complex business models as they generate more revenue. Complex business models are also harder to execute, prompting open collaboration and co-creation. Scientists need to realise that data ecosystems are essential for making most value out of their big data [8].

For universities, public research institutes and government to collaborate effectively with industry it is important to align the goals of these different organisations. They could form a Technology Transfer Alliance (TTA) and internet-based for-profit models owned by universities while giving rights to inventors and assisting with funding and commercialisation [9]. The challenges of open data can be mitigated by a boundary organisation that supports university-industry partnerships [10]. The boundary organisation, in exchange for sponsoring, allows companies to shape the research programme while funding universities that employ high-calibre scientists to do research on them. The key to overcoming scientists’ motivational challenge is through methods like mediated revealing and enabling multiple goals to co-exist that might not advance companies’ agenda but can achieve high scientific impact during a project. To address the reluctance of researchers to share their big data, it may be best for funding agencies to require that data supporting publicly funded publications should also be made publicly available [11].

However, merely sharing is it is not always enough since raw data itself is often not useable. This means data that is made public also needs essential metadata. Success cases for opening data can be considered the Bermuda Principles of Human Genome Project in 1996
and National Science Foundation (NSF) [12]. In the former it became common practice to make human genomic sequence data openly available in trustworthy data repositories. NSF requires its funded project to share its data with other researchers and the implementation of this is specified in a mandatory Data Management Plan. Publications have also started to use different strategies implementing data sharing. This includes research data as independent information object, data paper or enriched publication.

A collaborative way to adopt big data technologies involving researchers is the 3-legged big data environment strategy focusing on integrating developer community, researchers and business user [13]. The strategy is iterative and encourages collaboration between the three parties involved. It is considered helpful in addressing challenges like reusability, manageability, development scalability and maintainability. It is considered good practice for business leaders and researchers to work together to derive business value from big data. This is due to the technical nature of collecting, storing and analysing the data [14]. To ensure certain quality of the data, tasks like filter, cleansing, pruning, matching etc. should be applied at the earliest stage possible.

Much research and literature has been conducted on the commercialisation of big data in general as well as the needs and obvious benefits of opening up research data [15]. Furthermore, research on how to make this accessible has also been addressed [16]. However, with much emphasis on the open data and open science phenomenon further research is needed on how to actually create value and make use of the big data should it become open and accessible [9]. Our study on Foundation A aims at unveiling some results on this.

3. Research methods

Our research is based on a case study [17]. The role of the case study is to illustrate the underlying opportunities, requirements and bottlenecks for opening data repository for external users. Our main criteria for the selection of a case study is that it needs to provide potential to discover real challenges of opening big data, and to identify ways of overcoming these challenges.

We selected Foundation A in Finland as our case study, as it fulfils the above criteria, and it is readily available for us to study. They own a currently closed database with over 20,000 applications for funding, the funding decisions and the progress of funded applications. We invited all board members of the Foundation A (six persons) in the interviews and one old employee being expert in the topic having worked over 15 years with the database to identify opportunities and constraints related to opening the database. We then invited potential external users to the interview based on the convenience sample, the first author knowing them as doing related research to clarify their interest and needs for database. Furthermore, we invited experts in open science to the interviews to provide their view on the possible barriers and ways to solve them to open the database for external users. We conducted altogether 11 interviews in March-April. The interviews were conducted face-to-face, when convenient, otherwise by phone. The interviews lasted approximately 30 minutes. The informants received a memo of the interview notes, which they were able to verify and add further information. The list of interviews and the informants is presented in Table 1.
Table 1 List of interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title of informant(s)</th>
<th>Organisation(s)</th>
<th>Interview date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chairman of the Board</td>
<td>Foundation A</td>
<td>2017-03-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board member</td>
<td>Foundation A</td>
<td>2017-03-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Executive Director</td>
<td>Foundation A (until 2013)</td>
<td>2017-04-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department Vice-Head for Research,</td>
<td>Aalto University, Department of Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>2017-03-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postdoctoral Researcher</td>
<td>University of Jyväskylä, Department of Computer</td>
<td>2017-03-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Counsel</td>
<td>Aalto University, Research and Innovation Services</td>
<td>2017-04-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Writer</td>
<td>Aalto University, Research and Innovation Services</td>
<td>2017-04-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist</td>
<td>Aalto University, Research and Innovation Services</td>
<td>2017-04-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Statistician</td>
<td>Statistics Finland, Research</td>
<td>2017-04-04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We analysed the interviews through comparing the views of the owners, potential users and external experts in regarding the value and future use of the database. We also collected secondary research data regarding the database and open science strategies and the related business models. Having different data sources through triangulation we can validate our findings from interviews [18]. Based on the interviews and secondary data sources we developed a proposal for possible solutions related to the future use of the database. Based on the views of the key stakeholders, we furthermore selected two of the solutions of sustainable business cases that bring value to both data owners and potential users.

4. Case study

Our case is about a currently closed database that is owned by a Foundation A, which was founded in the 1970s. The foundation has supported thousands of Finnish private persons and small companies with granting conditional pay-back funding. The case study consists of interviews with key current and possible future stakeholders of the database. Based on interviews, we identified as opportunities for researchers with database to conduct high-quality academic research, for policy-makers to enhance current policies and for industries to develop or enhance own ideas as well as to search for potential partners. There are though remarkable barriers (legal, IPR and technical) for opening the database for external users. First, the database contains confidential information regarding individual people and companies. Second, there are technical barriers as the database is not developed for external purposes and thus there are no guidelines, no classification of data contents and no separate copies of it, which all are necessary requirements for external use purposes. These barriers lower the motivation of the Foundation A to share their database for external users, as there is risk that the external user would not treat confidential information accordingly and
could accidentally even destroy the whole database, as it is not possible to define different usage groups with different usage rights.

Based on the interviews, we developed alternative solutions to overcome the barriers. First option is to give an access right for selected researchers who sign NDA to utilize the database for research purposes (either free of charge or with yearly subscription fee). Second option is to develop a passive database with separate copy with anonymous data and restricted contents. Third option is to transfer (sell or give) the database to an external stakeholder such as Statistics Finland or National Archive. Figure 1 illustrates our findings from interviews regarding the underlying opportunities of the database, the barriers to open the database for external users and alternative solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Barriers to open</th>
<th>Possible solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conduct high-quality academic research</td>
<td>Database contains confidential information regarding individual people and companies</td>
<td>1. Give an access right to current database with NDA for selected researchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance current policies</td>
<td>Database is not developed for external purposes</td>
<td>2. Develop a passive database (with anonymous data &amp; restricted contents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop or enhance own ideas</td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Transfer the database to an external stakeholder such as Statistics Finland or National Archive who can operate it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search for potential partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1** Opportunities, barriers and solutions related to the database of Foundation A

Based on the interviews with potential users of the database, we can conclude that there is initial interest towards the database. The database is seen as comprehensive, unique and large. The real research value of it comes from linking the database with other datasets e.g. from Statistics Finland, to understand the connections of individual people and companies and the influence of this. The willingness to pay for it depends on how well the data suits to researchers’ specific research questions and objectives and how easy it is to use the database to collect the data needed. Typically, in commercial databases there is a person working with administrating the database, who researchers can contact for guidance and further information regarding the database. The data is then often anonymous for a researcher, and the administrator handles the raw data that is confidential. Our interviews reveal that when the following conditions are met, fit to the users’ specific research questions, easiness-of-use and the administrator support available, the researchers would be ready to pay for the access to the database. If only the first criteria is met, the researchers pay less.
When we compare the user requirements to our possible solutions we can conclude that our first and third solutions are viable. However, as the researchers would not be ready to pay much for pure access, the first solution could only work as an intermediate solution for the Foundation A as long as it has needs for the database. Giving an access right to selected researchers with NDA would support sharing some of the database costs and also offer possibility for the Foundation A to get better understanding about the real value of the database for researchers and other stakeholders. Our second solution about developing a passive database, is not very appealing to the researchers, as it is very relevant for research purposes to link the data to other data sets (on individual level). Thus, there would be no interest to pay for a passive database, and it would not be profitable for the Foundation to do that. Furthermore, this solution is not interesting to policy-makers and industries, as they also need the in-depth information in order to get value of the database. Our third solution to transfer (sell or give) the database to an external provider to administrate is also a viable one. In our interviews, two of the researchers would see this as a good solution of which they would be ready to pay, when they have closely related research projects. In this option the new owner of the database would act as an administrator taking care of the confidentiality issues according to high-quality, standards.

5. Conclusions

Based on our literature review we can conclude that the business models and infrastructures for open research data are emerging. However, as there is still relatively little open research data available, the question remains how to motivate and encourage researchers to start adopting these emerging models and infrastructures. Based on our interviews with open science experts, researchers today have too little knowledge about open science. Some researchers think that open research data means the data can be accessed by anyone whenever and for whatever purpose, similar to government data. However, this is not true as today researchers can themselves decide who can use their data and how. They can restrict the usage to only the members of their research team and then give conditional access to others e.g. to make a joint publication based on the data. In this way, they can also verify that the external user understands the nature of the data and its limitations. They can also define that the research data can be used only in research purposes, and in certain levels.

The key motivation for researchers to open research data is to get an additional publication based on it, as both the journal publication and the data publication are viewed as two individual publications. Opening research data also enables others to get interested in the work of the researcher, read it, cite it and possibly to develop joint collaboration around the research data. The problem today seems to be that the researchers are not aware of these additional possibilities to disseminate their research through publishing the research data. Only one out of the four researchers in our interviews had published open research data.

As the opening of the research data is still its infancy, there are limited possibilities for university-industry collaboration in open science. The current model is to collaborate based on a separate agreement. However, it is important to think ahead about open science and to develop communities around specific fields within participants from universities, industries and society. If the communities become successful, this will get researchers more motivated
to publish research data within them, as the network of potential users is already there. In our case of Foundation A and its database, we found as a long-term solution for it to be combining it to a larger data repository in Finland such as Statistics Finland. In this way, it would be openly available for everyone to exploit it, while the IPR and privacy concerns, would be handled by a database administrator. There are already many researchers doing quantitative research who have found the micro data services of Statistics Finland as a possible source of research data.

Our research contributes to open science literature though illustrating how to open big data in a way that brings value to both data owners and external users. As our research is based on only one case, we recommend future research to examine additional cases in other contexts. It would be important to highlight successful cases from opening research data for both open science and open innovation purpose from different research fields to demonstrate for researchers how to share the data in a sustainable way that brings value to all parties involved, and thus get them motivated to publish their own research data.
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